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HOW ARE YOUR COMMUNICATION
SKILLS?
If you've never heard of VoIP, get ready to change
the way you think about long-distance phone calls.
VoIP, or Voice over Internet Protocol, is a method for
taking analog audio signals, like the kind you hear
when you talk on the phone, and turning them into
digital data that can be transmitted over the Internet.
How is this useful? VoIP can turn a standard Internet
connection into a way to place free phone calls. The
practical upshot of this is that by using some of the
free VoIP software that is available to make Internet
phone calls, you're bypassing the phone company
(and its charges) entirely.

You need a telephone system that is stable, flexible and robust, at a predictable price so you can
budget. That’s where ACCi steps in to make the difference.
It’s about productivity – both yours and that of your entire team. ACCi’s solution experts work with
your organization to create the best overall voice system for your business. Period.
Voice-mail, automated attendant, unified messaging, reduced costs in the form of Voice Over IP &
converged data/voice circuits, enhancements in the maturity of computer telephony integration
(CTI), software tools that assist the user – these are all elements that ACCi can incorporate into your
ideal business telephone solution.
A fact that companies sometimes overlook is that there is more to a voice or telephone solution than
just the hardware and the circuit – there’s the maintenance, programming, updates, monitoring and
knowledge of the system – none of which you have to worry about when you partner with ACCi.
Your business phone system is an invaluable tool that helps you get your job done everyday. Let
ACCi help you implement a more efficient, more focused, and more universal solution. ACCi’s
hosted voice services deliver that dial tone to you, without a major investment in technology on your
part.
ACCi can help with Business Voice Solutions and Management.
Please give us a call with questions! 205-987-8711
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ACCi celebrating 30 years!
ACCi is approaching its 30th year in business this fall!
Here are a few things that were happening in 1989...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

US Postage Stamp ~ 25 cents
First release of Microsoft Office
135 acre Disney's MGM studio officially opens to public
The Berlin Wall came down
The World Wide Web was born
The First GPS Satellites Went Into Orbit
The First Ever Text Was Sent

Reminder:
When Windows 7 reaches its End-of-Life phase
on January 14, 2020, Microsoft will stop releasing
updates and patches for the operating system. It's
likely that it also won't offer help and support if
you encounter any problems. Please give ACCi a
call now to schedule a consultation regarding the
next steps to take! 205-987-8711
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Security should be top of mind for any business owner.
So many emerging threats in today's world of cyber
crime are threatening customers' safety and security and
putting businesses in danger of reputational and
operational risk. That's why we created the inaugural
CyberSecure Executive Summit.

Joel Sargent, vCIO
Chief Security Consultant ACCi

Daniel Fortune,
Alabama Breach and
Notification Act

We realize how important it is for business owners to
understand these threats, and most importantly, how to
guard against them. Last month, May 9th, the
Birmingham School of Law hosted this one-day
CyberSecure Executive Summit. Around 55 business
owners, executives, and CPA's joined us for this
seminar. The CPA community was awarded 6 CPE's for
this professional development. We hope you will join us
next time to learn from experts in the field!

Section 5 of the Act requires an entity that has determined it
has suffered a breach of information that is “reasonably likely
to cause substantial harm” to give notice of the breach to the
affected Alabama residents. Notice must be given “as
expeditiously as possible and without unreasonable delay,”
but in no event more than 45 days from the determination of
the breach. Notice can (and should) be delayed when
requested by federal or state law enforcement based on a
criminal investigation or national security issues.

